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Abstract

A novel current mirror, having high input and
output voltage wing capabiliy and which can operate at
31.0 V supply, is proposed P-SPICE simulations confirm
the input current range of I ,u4 to 500 ,u4 with 2 GHz
bandwidth, Resistive and capacitive compensation are
introduced to increase the bandwidth.

I. Introduction

Recently, low power (LV) and low voltage (LP)
analog and mixed mode circuits lad gained importance. It
is predicted that these circuits will require power supplies
of 1 V or less | [I] in future. LP and thereby LV is the
ultimate goal to reduce power consumption in peripheral
system such as the one required for instruments cooling.

A current t t h o r (CM) is an integral part of all
analog VLSI circuits, All CMs reported so far [2-5]
though have high output voltage signal swings, they
require a minimum input voltage (v,,,) of at least one
threshold (Vt 4.75V). This voltage is due to the
traditional diode connected contigumtion of the input
MOSFET in almost all CMs. In those LV applications in
whch large input voltage (v,,) swings are required, a
conventional CM with nunimwn v,, of 0.75V becomes
unsuitable. This generates a need to investigate into new
circuit teclmiques for designing LVCMs with high signal
swings botli at the input and output nodes. A few LVCM
topologies have been reported [G-7]. They use either level
shifter approach or a bulk driven MOSFETs [I] and
suffer either from low input current range ( 1 , 4 5 0 pA) or
low bandwidth ( 4 0 0 MHz).

In this paper, we present a novel LVCM which
lave v,, of €0.8 V for Iln ranging from I pA to 500 pA. It
has high output impedance (Roupl.O Mn). Resistive
18.91 and capacitive compensation are used for improving
the bandwidth. with the ultlinate bandwidth of 2.0 GHz.

II. CM structures

A Conventional CM structures

A conventional CM is shown in Fig. 1. M1 is used
in diode connected configuration and v,, is required to
pump Ii, into the input port. Here, v,, depends solely on

the biasing conditions of MI, which operates in
saturationmode. Its trans-conductance (gml) decides the
input inipedance (R,,). For this structure vi,, is given by

Lower limit of vi, is restricted to TV
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Fig.1 Conventional CM

B. Proposed LVCM structure

The proposed LVCM (Fig. 2) uses MI and M2 as
in Fig. 1. The level shifter M4 is operated in sub
threshold region by selecting low bias current Iblosl.
Second level shifter M5 provides suitable bias to M3,
which is used to enhance the output impedance (R,,). I,,
flowing through MI is transferred to M2. R,,,, R,, and v,,
are given by

v..= .\H/s. + AV.L-\Vr\ (2)

(3)

(4)

gm4, gmi have
Sdl

where /), g&, gd3, gi4, gds, gml, gm2,
usual meanings and Vx is given as :
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( 5 )

The m i n i " output voltage of the proposed
LVCM is given by
vou, (min) « VftHrif+V&nnQ (6)

For sufficiently high g1 (Iz"O.001) and ilnity dc
gain, current transfer can be given as:

(7)

Sd\

Fig. 2. Proposed LVCM

C. Compensation techniques

Rg enhances the frequency response [8,9].
Comparison of eq. (23) with the standard second order
equation yields the damping factor 4, as:

0.5

1 +
Sd\Sl

(-' gdi ^ Sd\

(8)

(9)

For Rg = 0 Q g~ =cc (eq. 28) and £ is infinite and
the system operates in over damped mode. Decrease in gl
forces 4 to move towards 1 resulting the system to move
towards critically damped inode and the bandwidth
improves. As g1 decreases further, system enters into
under damped mode, which results in overshoots in

frequency response. The value of gl for maxiinurn
bandwidth without overshoots is given as:

o / ^ l l lSm4 n Sd\ „•, (10)

With additional external capacitance (G) (Fig.
2), effective input capacitance (G,,) decreases (eq. 9)
which enhances the bandwidth.

D. Offset current

Iofi,,, is the most critical factor in LVCMs and sets
the lower limit for I,. Due M4, the gates of M1 and M2
are not at reference potential even when 11,, is zero. The
gate of M2 is at elevated voltage and its drain voltage
depends on externally applied voltage (the drain voltage
of MI is decided by I,,). Hence a sub threshold current
will flow in M2 when I,,, equals zero. This current is
known as offset current, and is given by

(11)

Eq. (11) indicates that Io&c, can be tailored
according to the designers' need through the appropriate
selection of W, and L. Threshold voltage mismatch AV,
(=Vtp- Vt,,) depends on particular CMOS technology. Even
if the threshold voltages of PMOS and NMOS are
matched I,flSetcan not be reduced to zero. The lower limit
of the lortM is

j -
W2

" 4 *

j
lbias\

DO*

Appropriate values for WIL of M2 and M4 and
low IbluSl ensure lower Io~et.

E. Sensitivity unulysk

In case of proposed LVCM, sensitivity analysis is
used to ascertain the effects of variations in input
parameters and process parameters like Ibiorl, V,, WIL, and
AV, of PMOS and NMOS, over its performance. IOuI when
MI and M2 operate in saturation region is given as:

The sensitivities of /„„/ with respect to various
parameters are given as following:

s'c~*vM (U)
„/.. 1

^2 ^ 4 Sn
(15)

(16)
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(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

2F

where KZ' is trans-conductance parameter (,UC,) for M2.
The sensitivity analysis carried out using p8pice circuit
simulator shows that the variations in output current due
to the change in input variables are almost negligible.

F. Temperature eflects

Temperature analysis gives the relationship
between Imt and temperature. For a MOSFET the
temperature dependent parameters are the mobility Q
and threshold voltage vt which are given as:

p(T)=pOT-3'2 • . (22)

Vt(T) = vt(To)-a(T-To) (22)

where p(T0)=400 cm'V's" and a=2.3mVl°C.
Assuming the temperature changes in AV, to be

neghgible (an=at,), we get the fractional temperature
coefficient (TCf) as:

TCf(I,,,)--1.5 (23)

From eq. (23) TC,(lmJ equals -5Wppm/"C at 300
K, which is fairly low value for current sources.
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Fig. 4 Current transfer characteristics

in . Simulation results

The proposed circuits were simulated for 0.8-pn
technology with level 3 parameters with transistor aspect
ratios of table I. Ibrssl and IbtasZwere taken to be lO0pA

Table I Transistors' aspect ratios (WL)

MOSFETs

M1,M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7.M8

M9

TYPE

NMOS

NMOS

PMOS

PMOS

NMOS

PMOS

PMOS

CMs

1,2,3,4

3,4 '

2,3,4

3,4

4

4

4

Aspect ratios
CW/L) uni/um

48/1.6

48/0.8 •

12 /0.8

12 /0.8

4.8/1.6

48 /0.8

0.8/16

and 10 pA respectively and the supply voltage of f 1.O V
were assumed. The small signal input impedance for the
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Fig. 5 EEct of Compensation on bandwidth

circuit was found to be 650 R. The small signal output
impedance is 3.0 MR for Z,, of 100 pA and reduces to
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850 kiZ when I,, increases to 500 PA. The v,, versus Iin

clmcteristics is shown in Fig. 3 in which the coinparison
between both the structures are shown. Clearly, v,, is
lower by 0.8 V when compared with conventional CM.
Current trader climcteristics are given in Fig. 4. The
effect of various compensations on bandwidth is shown
in Fig. 5.

IV. Application in V-Z converter

The proposed V-I converter is shown in Fig. 6 in
which MI alidW2 are assumed to be operating in
saturation, The output current ic will then be the
difference of iDl and iD2 and is given by
iC“P2vdd(yn-vtn) (24)

and for &= Dp2= A VM=Vllt-Vn , lin2=Vtn-V~ and Vdp-
VSs, ic varies linearly with K,,, Tlie scaling of the trans-
conductance can be done by appropriate selection of p
and/or supply voltages.

Vin

Simulation

lin

Vss

Fig. 6.

Results
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Proposed V-I converter

P-Spice simulations were carried out for aspect
ratios of 7.2 pnd0.8 pi and 24 pndO.8 pni for M1 and
M2 respectively. I,,, versus input voltage characteristics
is depicted in Fig. 7 in which its rail to rail input voltage
swing capability is evident. The ac characteristics of the
proposed trans-conductor is shown in Fig. 8.

V. Conclusion

A LVCM with high input and output voltage
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Fig. 7 V-I characteristics of the proposed V-I converter

1.0

swings for portable. analog and mixed mode systems is
presented. The proposed LVCM requires low bias
voltage and has high I,, range (IPA to 500pA). Its
extremely high bandwidth &2.0 GHz) inakes it quite
attractive for future high frequency signal-processing
applications.
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Fig. 8 Bandwidth of V-I converter
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